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SUMMARY

The objective of this study w to evaluate the ability of sprinkler activation models to predict
activation time. Large seaie compartment fire tests were used to obtain acthation times for four
different types of sprinklers. The tests were conducted in an 18.9 m by 9,1 m by 2.35 m high
compartment using floor based, gas burner fires with constant heat release rates of 115, 155, 215,
290 and 520 kW. Nondimensional sprirtlder radial positions, r/H, of 0.67 and 1.3 were evaluated.
In addition to sprinkler activation times, ceilingjet temperature, velocity and radiation measurements
were made. The study included: 1) a review of public domain, personal-eomputcr based, single-
compartment thermaldeteetor activation models, 2) an analysis of predicted vs. experimental
sprinkler activation times and 3) a method to determine the applicability of current sprinkler activiition
models.

INTRODUCTION

Computer models have become primary tools enabling fire protection engineers to analy= fire
pro~ectionproblems. TherrnaI or sprinkler activation models itre being used by fire protection
engineers in the design and evaluationof fire suppression systems. Therefore it is important to know
the accuracy and the limitations of the current sprinkler activation models. This study w conducted
at the Building and Fire Researeh Laboratory of the National Institutes of Standards and Technology
under the sponsorship of the General Services Administration. In this study, sprinkler activation
times were compared with predictions from three models; DETA~-QS[ II], LAVENT[2], wtd
FPEtool[3]. These models were chosen because they are public domain, personal-computer based
models which represent a cross section of availablesprinkler activation algorithms .

SPRINKLERACTIVATIONMODELS

DETA~-QS, LAVENT Version 1.1 and
comparison with the experimental results.

FPEtool Fire Simulator Version 3.00 were chosen for
These models utilize only convective heat transfei from

the ceiling jet to the sprinkler’s thermal element. Heat transfer to or from the thermal element due
to conduction or radiation heat transfer meehanistns are not considered. Tlheprimary difference
between the models is how they predict the ceiling jet temperatures.

DETACI’-QSis baaed on A1pett’s[4]empirieal ceiling jet correlations. These correlations assume
that the thermal element of the sprinkler is Ioeatedat the maximum temperature and velocity position
beneath a smooth, unconfined ceiling. Alpert developedsteady-statecorrelations for temperature and
velocity of the ceiling jet based on the total heat release rate of the fire, ceiling height and radial
distance of the detector from the tire plume axis. These equations are also the basis for the FPEtool
activation algorithm
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LAVENT was developed to predict the activation of sprinklers and thermally sensitim link-actuated
ceiling vents in compartment fires. LAVENTtakes into account the effect of the upper, hot gas layer
on the ceiling jet, as well as heat loss to the ceiling and the distance between the ceiiing and the
sprinkler link.

In the Fire Simulator sub-model of FPEtooI, the sprinkIer activation algorithm considens the effect
of the hot gas layer on the ceiling jet and the heat loss to the walls and the ceiling, but it does not
take into account the distance of the sprinkler below the ceiling. It assumes that the therd element “
is positioned at the maximum temperature and velocity of the ceiling jet beneath the ceiling in the
same manner as DETACT-QS.

EXPERIMENTALAPPROACH

Large-scale compartment fire tests were used to obtain activation times for four different types of
pendent sprinidem; a quick-response btdb, a quick-response link, a standard- response bulb and a
standard-response link sprinkler as shown in table 1. The tests were conducted in a space 18.9 m
by 9.1 m with a ceiling height of 2.35 m (figure 1). During the experiments the room was closed,
but not sealed, and no mechanical ventilation was operating. This provided a quiescent test
environment. The ceiling of the compartment was composed of 12 m thick gypsum board. The
area of the ceiling above the fire and continuing past the sprinkler measurement locations was covered
with 12 mm thick calcium silicate board in addition to the gypsum board. The w-ailsof tie
compartment were composed of concrete block.

The fire source for all of the tests was a gaseous propane diffusion flame. The heat release rates of
the steady-state fires used in the study were 115 kW, 155 kW, 215 kW, and 290 kW at a radial
distance to ceiling height above the fuel (r/I-I)ratio of 0.67 and 290 kW and
520 kW at an r/H ratio of 1.3. In addition to sprinkler activation times, ceiling jet temperature,
velocity and radiation measurements were made [5]. Three replicate tests were conducted for each
scenario. The data, from the three tests, was then averaged and the 95% confidence limits were
calculated. Assuming the data has a normal distribution, the region defined by the 95% confident
limits is such that any arbitrarily chosen single result has a 95% chance of being included in that
region. In this study, reasonable agreement was defined as being within the 95% confidence limits
of the data.

RESULTS

In figures 2 through 9, predictions from the sprinkler activation models were compared with the
experimental results and the 95.% confidence limits. The graphs show that DETACI’-QSalways
provides conservative restdts, i.e. longer predicted activation times, compared to the experimental
data. In general, LAVENTand FPEtool were found to provide reasonable agreement or conservative
activation times compared to the test reds, but when DETACT-QSpredicted no activation, in most
cases L.AVENTand FPEtool under-predicted the sprinkler actiwion times.

For quick response sprinklers, there are two clear cases where the models fail to provide acceptable
agreement with the aperimenml data - the 290 kw, r/~ = ~.3 me ad he 115 kw, r-~ = oe~~
Me. In these cases the measured ceiling jet temperature was very close to the sprinkler activation
temperature. LAVENT and FPEtocd under-predict the activation time because the ~iliW jet
temperature vm.sover-predicted. When the ceiling jet temperature is very close to the sprinkleF’s
activation temperature, the sprinkler’s thermal element temperature approaches the activation
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temperature asymptotically. In the asymptotic region,
scnsitiw to the predicted ceiling jet temperature.

Figure 10 shows the predicted temperature.rise of the
steadv-state ceiling jet temperatu~. Gi~n a spri~er

the predicted activation time is extremely

thermal response model to three different,
with an activation temperature of 74 “C, a

time‘constant or ~ if 23 s-&ondsand an ambient temperature of 25 “C, the s’prirdder’stheoretical
rqtmsc to three different steady state ceiling jet temperatures is shown. The 135 “C gas
temperature is representative of the temperatureused in the plunge test[6]. Notice that the sprinkier
reaches activation during a period of rapid temperature increase, If the sprinkler’s environment
changed, causing a slightly lower (C 5 ‘C difference) ambient temperature or lower ceiling jet gas
temperature the effect on the time of sprirdder actiwtion would be minimal ( < 2s difference). The
situation is similar for the 110 “C curve which is representativeof the ceilingjet temperature in the
fitst 30 seconds of the 290 kW, 1.5 m case. However, the activation time of the same sprinkler
exposed to a 75 “C gas temperature which is representativeof the averageceiling jet temperature for
the 115 kW case, would change significantly if the temperature of the ceiling ,jet was reduced by 1
“C or no activation at all if the ceiling jet temperaturewas reduced by 2 ‘C.

In all of the cases where DETACT-QS predicted no activation, LAVENT significantly under-
predicted the activation times. When DETACf’-QSpredicted no activation, FPEtool providtd
inconsistent prediction of activation times, which is a non-conservative result with respect to life
safety analysis. This study suggests that DETACI’-QScan be used as a screening test to determine
if the design fire used in the analysis is in a range where LAVENT and FPEcooI can be used to
provide reasonable or conservativepredictions.

DISCUSSION ON SPRINKLER ACTIVATIONMODEL USAGE

The results of this study suggest the followingwhen using one of these sprinkler activation modeis.
After the design fire, the sprinkler’s thermrdresponse characteristics (actiwuion temperature and RTI)
and the r/H ratio are chosen, check the maximum temperature increase provided by DETACT-QS
for the case under investigation. If the temperature increase is equal to or less than the increase
required to activate the sprinkler, then based on the results of thk limited study, an accurate
prediction cannot be made with any of the three models. However, if DH’ACT’-QSprovides a
ceiling jet temperature increase greater than that needed to activate the sprinkler head, then the
predicted activation time from any of the three sprinkler activationmodels can be used, provided that
the DETACT’-QSpredicted sprinkler activation is not occurring in the asymptotic response region.
Because of the limited experimental data, this recommendation may not hold for situations that are
greatly different from the geometry tested, in particular high bay spaces and/or in areas where the
fire source maybe close to walls or comers.

CONCLUSIONS

The ability of three them~l activation models to predict sprinkler activation times was checked
against activation times measured in large-scalecompartment fire tests. None of the models provided
accurate predictions for all of the cases. Prediction of the ceiling jet conditions were compared to
the measured conditions to determine the cause of the cases with poor agreement between the
predictions and the actual activation time. Analysis of the data revealed that sprinkler response is
difficult to predict accurately when the sprinkler is exposed to ceiling jet temperatures near the
sprinkler’s activation temperature. A procedure is described which uses DETACI’-QSto determine
if the models, which include secondary effects,are applicable for the design fire under consideration.
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Table 1- Sprinkler ~pes Used in Full Scale Acti@ion Testing

ActivationTemperature Response ‘lime Index
(’C) (n+n s’n)

Quick Response Bulb 68 42

I Quick Response Link I 74 ! 34 41
I Nandard Response I 68 235

I Bulb I I ---n
Standard Response 74 130

Link _-1.

-+

—

9.1 m

8.9 m

Ceiling Ileigld:= 2.35 m

—73m-&b’l
Sprinkler arra) .

I

II
II,.. ...—: —: ...* .*

!/
I Burner

3.8 m . Iocatlons

~.

Figure 1- Schematic of sprinkler actiwxion test area, plan view.
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